
Maths and Numeracy

Focused Learning Tasks 
- To recognise and partition  4 digit numbers. (2 tasks)
- To solve place value word problems.

( See activities on Seesaw).

Ongoing Learning (See links in on going learning folder)
Practise your multiplication tables- 2,3,4,5 and 10.-
Use Sumdog to practise set skills- New Challenges set each week
We will setup a TT Rockstars battle between both classes on Friday lasting until 

Tuesday between both classes. 

Language, Literacy and Communication
Focused Learning Tasks – Literacy

- This week we are going to look at how stories are told in other cultures ( parts of the world). We are going 
explore the story of Cinderella from two countries perspectives and look at the similarities and differences 
between them.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSVfIc4l8Lk

- Inference questions focus on thinking about what you think the text is trying to say- Have a go at reading 
‘The Old Railway Track’ and answer the questions. 

(see activities on Seesaw).
Focused Tasks – Welsh
· This week we will be practising the pattern Es i -- I went. You could use this pattern to talk about activities in 

the past tense in Welsh e.g. 
○ Ddydd Sadwrn es i yn yr parc - On Saturday I went to the parc. (See examples on Seesaw)

Ongoing Learning (See links in on going learning folder)

· Get an adult to listen to you read a book at home –you’re your adult to ask you questions to check you have 
understood what you have read. 

· Have a go at the Sumdog Grammar and Spelling challenges.

Expressive Arts

Focused Learning Task

We would like you to create a piece of art 
that not only uses a variety of materials 
but also reflects your current mood. You 
should experiment with different 
patterns, textures and materials. 

( See activity and examples on Seesaw.)

Health and Wellbeing

Focused Learning Task

- As our new topic is called ‘Free to 
be me’, we want you to think 
about what makes you individual 
and different from others. Think 
about differences such as family, 
religion, interests and age.

- You can record this task is any 
way. For examples video, collage 
or mindmap. 
( See activity on Seesaw.)

Humanities

Focused Learning Task
Our new topic is called ‘Free to be me’ 

and we will be exploring different types of 
art to look at how artists use their work to 
express themselves.  To help us explore 
what interests you, we would like you to 
use the links on Seesaw to go on virtual 
tours of different museums.

Make a list or mindmap of any artists that 
you think  that we could explore over the 
next few weeks.
( See activity on Seesaw)

Science and Technology

Focused Learning Task

Walking Water Experiment 

https://coolscienceexperimentshq.com/walking-
water-science-experiment/

Follow the steps by clicking the link above to 
complete the experiment.

Why do you think water behaves in this way?

Write about how you completed the experiment, 
including what you needed and what you found out 
and upload it to Seesaw.

( See activity on Seesaw.)

Year 3 RH/HMT     Week Beginning: 08/06/2020
We hope you are all happy and healthy. There are suggestions below to direct you towards skills you can develop at home with your child. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=dSVfIc4l8Lk
https://coolscienceexperimentshq.com/walking-water-science-experiment/

